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WORLD FOOD WINE

With China expected to
become a wine superpower
in the next few years, what
will the likely impact be on UK
retailers and suppliers, asks
Anna-Marie Julyan
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e may not bat an eyelid at
the words ‘Made in China’
on clothing, toys or electrical goods, but how about
on a bottle of wine?
News broke this year that China is on
track to make more wine per annum than
Australia by 2014, when annual Chinese
wine production is expected to have risen
77% on 2009 figures [International Wine
and Spirit Research]. The predicted 11%
decline in Australian production over the
same period will see China leapfrog Oz to
become the world’s sixth-biggest wine
producer.
Of course, sheer weight of production
does not necessarily lead to a successful
export business – so what impact is Chinese wine likely to have in the UK?
Many supermarket wine buyers are taking little more than a cautious interest.
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Sainsbury’s senior wine buyer Julian Dyer
says he has yet to start actively looking at
wines from China. “No-one is beating my
door down to get a listing,” he adds. “Nor
is my customer postbag full.”
Asda has listed Chinese wine in the past,
and wine selection manager Philippa Carr
says she would be interested in listing
Chinese wine again if it offered something
different, and good value for money. At
present, however, China produces relatively little that would suit UK consumers’
tastes. Part of the problem, says Richard
Halstead of research company Wine Intelligence, is that the Chinese wine industry
has developed some “very bad habits” over
the past few years.
Chief among these is an obsession with
volume at the expense of quality. The
majority of Chinese wine growers are paid
by the tonne, with no sliding scale for qual-

ity, meaning there is no incentive to prune
back, explains Fongyee Walker, a Beijingbased wine educator. Most Chinese wines
are “vile” as a result, she adds, but Chinese
wine drinkers still buy them because they
have no idea what good wine tastes like.
However, Halstead and Walker agree
some improvements are being made, especially by smaller vineyards with foreign
connections. And there are examples of
decent Chinese wines. China’s Grace Vineyard has collaborated with respected Spanish supplier Torres to produce a dry Muscat,
while a Chinese venture by Domaines Barons de Rothschild Laﬁte in spring 2009 saw
it join forces with CITIC, China’s largest
state-owned investment company.
Sainsbury’s Dyer is optimistic about
the prospects for Chinese wines. “As the
Chinese market develops, we will see more
wines appear,” he says.
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